Wunder

From comfortable workspaces to relaxing lounges, the Wunder™ collection helps to inspire new ideas in any workplace. The combination of comfort and design makes any space feel open, inviting and free.
Wunder Full Lounge Chair
Designed for optimal comfort and mobility, this deep, relaxing lounger creates an inviting atmosphere. Crafted with locking casters and a convenient handle, the Full Lounge Chair will inspire creativity wherever it's placed.
Wunder Bench
Meticulously crafted to inspire and invite, the Wunder Bench is comfortable, soft and carefully proportioned. Its slim legs, sleek design and confined footprint all contribute to its feeling of lightness – perfect for lobbies, dining spaces and common areas.

Above

**Wunder 78010**
Lounge chair in Flannel Fawn with Midnight ash legs

**Juxta LE 47251LE**
Round 42" occasional table with a Wellington quartz top and Dark Grey base

Right

**Wunder 78051**
Bench in Merkat Dove with walnut legs
Wunder Side Chair
An elegant addition to any workplace, the Wunder Side Chair is where comfort meets practicality. Perfect for group settings, this exquisitely designed piece makes any space feel inviting, while inspiring thought-provoking conversation.

Wunder 78002
Side chair in Hatch Uniform with Dark Grey aluminum legs

Wunder Counter and Bar Stools
Carefully crafted, the Wunder Stool’s back support was designed to foster big ideas. With their slim legs, foot rail and soft seating, these stools will elevate any bar or high table.

Wunder 78040
Bar stool in Allegra Grey Cannon with Natural ash legs and Dark Grey foot rail
Wunder Table
The Wunder Table is the centerpiece for collaboration and creative thinking. With its unique rounded edges, this modest yet elegant solid wood table perfectly complements the soft lines of the rest of the collection.

- **Wunder 78050**
  Bench in Lavoro Blu with Natural ash legs
- **Wunder 78100**
  Natural ash conference table
- **Wunder 78000**
  Side chair in Lavoro Blu with Natural ash legs
Wunder Lounge Chair

Gorgeous and inviting, the Wunder Lounge Chair is beautiful in both shape and design. The plush cushions offer exceptional comfort that makes any workplace feel welcoming.

Above

**Wunder 78023**
Full lounge chair in Hatch Mink with glides

**Wunder 78002**
Side chair in Hatch Uniform with Dark Grey aluminum legs

**Wunder 78001**
Side chair in Merkat Dove with walnut legs

**Wunder 78011**
Lounge chair in Lavoro Oceano with walnut legs

Right

**Wunder 78010**
Lounge chair in Wyoming Gray Flannel with Dark Grey ash legs
Wunder

Models and specifications

- 78000 Side chair with ash legs
- 78001 Side chair with walnut legs
- 78002 Side chair with aluminum legs

- 78010 Lounge chair with ash legs
- 78011 Lounge chair with walnut legs
- 78023 Full lounge chair on glides
- 78024 Full lounge chair on locking casters

- 78030 Counter stool with ash legs
- 78031 Counter stool with walnut legs
- 78040 Bar stool with ash legs
- 78041 Bar stool with walnut legs

- 78050 Bench with ash legs
- 78051 Bench with walnut legs
- 78052 Bench with aluminum legs

- 78100 Ash conference table
- 78101 Walnut conference table